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The surface contributions to the electronic heat capacity C,'» and spin susceptibility g' are,
respectively, C',
»
—(l/3)A Iy(k „)—m/4]k ~ T and g' = (p,~/m )A [y(k F) —m/4] for any semi-infinite
free-electron model, where y(k„) is a phase shift determined by the surface potential. The electronic
surface heat capacity thus can provide some information about the surface potential seen by electrons
(or with many-body effects included, electron quasiparticles).
Recently Benton, Muhlschlegel, and Scalapino'
considered the heat capacity and spin susceptibility
of small metallic particles, taking into account the
fact that the electronic energy levels are discrete.
The average spacing between levels at the Fermi
surface, 5, is given by 1/p(E~), where p(E) is the
density of states and Er is the Fermi energy, For
particles which are about 100 A in each dimension,
5/ks 1 K~ where ks ls the Boltzmann constant.
Their results indicate that if 0 7 —,5, where T is
the temperature, the discreteness of the spectrum
hRS R slgniflcRnt effect on the pI1yslcRl quantities,
However, if k~T&5, it should not be a bad ap-
proximation to neglect the discreteness of the spec-
trurn. %e therefore consider the surface contri-
butions to the heat capacity and spin susceptibility
for a semi-infinite crystal, with the attitude that
our results can be applied to small particles if
ka T & 6; i, e. , T & 1 'K for 100-A particles. For
metal foils which have a small thickness but are
large in the other dimensions, the level spacing
will be very small and our results will be valid
even at very low temperatures.
Lang has obtained an expression for the number
of electrons in a metal~ which we easily generalize
to obtain
where N(k) is the number of electronic states lying
inside a sphere of radius k. Here t/" is the volume,
A is the surface area, and y(k, ) is a phase shift
defined by
y, , „(r)- stn[k, z —y(k, )]e'"~'"" (2)
as z-- ~ —i. e. , far back inside the metal away
from the surface. The potential seen by an elec-
tron near the surface determines y(k, ), Lang and
Kohn3 have calculated the electronic wave functions
)I), and thus this phase shift, self-consistently with-
in the framework of certain approximations, e. g. ,
the use of R local potential for exchange and cor-
relation. This phase shift can also be determined
for other model-surface barriers, such as an in-
finite barrier or a. finite-step barrier. The results
(1) and (2) are valid for any semi-infinite free-elec-
tron model, i, e. , any model in which the potential
depends only on z and approaches a constant value
as z -—~. Also for this model,
E(k) = k'k'/2m.
=
—,k++k y{k)--,V ~ A v
so that the density of states function is
p(E) = p(k)—dkdE
The electronic heat capacity C„and spin suscepti-
bility y are given by'
Cel 3~ p(EE)kBTi
X= p& p(E&),
where Ez is the Fermi energy. Then in atomic
units, with 8'/m= 1,
C., = ,' Vk, k,'T+ ', W-[y(k, ) ——.'~-]ka T,
X = ps(&/v')k~+ pa(~/~')(y(k~) lv]—
The surface contributions are
C;, = 3A.[y(k~) —4 v]k~T,
y' = (pe'/n') A[y(k~) --,'m].
The electl onlc heat capacltyq which ls RlwRys lin-
ear in T, has the coefficient of T' changed by R frac-
tion which is of the same order of magnitude as the
ratio of the number of surface atoms to the num-
ber of volume atoms. Measurements on samples
with high surface areas may allow C'„ to be deter-
mined and thus, within the context of the semi-in-
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finite free-electron model, y(k~). This phase shift
should in turn provide some information about the
surface barrier seen by the valence electrons in
the metal.
%e mention that our results involve only excita-
tions at the Fermi surface, where quasiparticles
are well defined, so in this sense our result for C",
,
can be regRrded Rs including many-body effects.
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%'hen we say that (1) holds for a semi-infinite free-elec-
tron model, we really mean that it holds in a slab with
a large area gA, for each surface and a large thickness
V/{gA). In a semi-infinite crystal V and A are actually
infinite, of course.
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